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Second-harmonic generation (SHG) in the limit of large phase mismatch, given by $\Delta \beta = \beta_2 - 2 \beta_1$, effectively induces a Kerr-like nonlinear phase shift on the fundamental wave (FW). The phase mismatch determines the sign and magnitude of the effective Kerr nonlinearity, making large negative phase shifts accessible. This self-defocusing nonlinearity can be used to compress a pulse when combined with normal dispersion, and problems normally encountered due to self-focusing in cubic media are avoided. Thus, having no power limit, in bulk media a self-defocusing soliton compressor can create high-energy near single-cycle fs pulses [1]. However, the group-velocity mismatch (GVM) between the FW and second harmonic (SH), given by the inverse group velocity difference $d_{g2} = 1/n_{g1} - 1/n_{g2}$, limits the pulse quality and compression ratio. Especially very short input pulses (~100 fs) experience a Raman-like effect with a characteristic time $T_{R,SHG}=2|d_{g2}|/\Delta \beta$ [1c]. Here we address the limits imposed by GVM by using thermally-poled silica photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) for cascaded quadratic ($\chi^{(2)}$:2$\chi^{(2)}$) soliton compression. In standard silica fibers strong effective quadratic nonlinearities around 1 pm/V have been created with poling. PCFs are instead interest because they have very strong wave-guide dispersion that can be tailored: for SHG index-guiding silica PCFs with a triangular hole-arrangement can have zero GVM for any wavelength $\lambda > 780$ nm by adjusting the PCF hole pitch $A$ and hole diameter $d$ [2]. Our simulations predict that high-quality compression to few-cycle pulses in poled PCFs is possible. Such a wave-guided geometry can extend the compression technique to lower-energy pulses and produce uniformly compressed beams.

The system is modeled by generalized coupled nonlinear Schrödinger equations with quadratic nonlinear terms, self-steepening and Raman effects. The rescaled equations have the usual fiber optics Kerr soliton number $N_{Kerr}$ as well as a new SHG one $N_{SHG}$. We found that FW soliton compression requires $N_{SHG} > N_{Kerr}$. This poses an upper limit on $\Delta \beta$ as

$$N^2 = \frac{N_{SHG}}{N_{Kerr}} > 1 \implies |\Delta \beta| < |\Delta \beta_k| = \frac{\gamma_{\text{eff}}^2 d_{g2}^2 A_{\text{eff}}^4}{\gamma_{\text{eff}}^2 n_{g1}^2 n_{g2}^2 |\Delta \beta|^2}$$

$L_{D1}$: FW dispersion length; $P_{\text{in}}$: FW input power; $n_{g2}$: Kerr nonlinear refractive index; $d_{g2}$: effective quadratic nonlinearity; $\gamma_{\text{eff}}$: effective PCF mode indices; $A_{\text{eff}}$: SHG effective mode area; $A_{g1}, A_{g2}$: FW cubic effective mode area. GVM poses a lower compression limit: $\Delta \beta > \Delta \beta_c = 4 \pi |d_{g2}|/T_{\text{FW}}$, with $T_{\text{FW}}$ the FW input pulse length. Only in this stationary regime is the nonlinear phase shift built up before GVM separates the fields [1]. Together these limits define a $\Delta \beta$-“window” of possible compression. The window opens ($\Delta \beta > \Delta \beta > \Delta \beta_c$) when GVM is small and $d_{g2}/n_{g2}$ is large.

Based on Ref. [2], Table 1 shows selected PCF designs with medium, small and zero GVM. We had to choose a low pitch $A$ to have both reduced GVM and normal dispersion. The GVM reduction was unfortunately mostly accompanied by large phase mismatches >100 $\pi$/mm. Thus, achieving $\Delta \beta > \Delta \beta_c$ would require unrealistically large $d_{g2}$-values (3-5 pm/V). With a more realistic $d_{g2}=1$ pm/V, $\Delta \beta < \Delta \beta_c$ so no compression would occur. We solve this issue by using quasi-phase matching (QPM), where a grating on the nonlinear quadratic with pitch $A_{\text{QPM}}$ gives an effective phase mismatch $\Delta \beta_{g2} = 2 \pi \Delta \beta_{g1}/A_{\text{QPM}}$. A QPM is then adjusted so $\Delta \beta_{g2} < \Delta \beta_c$, where $\Delta \beta_c$ is found by taking into account that QPM effectively reduces $d_{g2}$ by 2/$\pi$. To stay in the cascading limit ($\Delta \beta_{g2} > 0$), a slightly “mismatched” grating is used $A_{\text{QPM}}=2 \pi/|\Delta \beta|$.

Table 1. Selected poled silica PCF designs for $\lambda_0=1060$ nm, $A=0.9$ mm, $d_{g2}=1$ pm/V and a 400 fs FWHM input pulse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\Delta \beta$ (mm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$d_{g2}$ (fs/mm)</th>
<th>FW GVD</th>
<th>$\chi^{(2)}$</th>
<th>$A_{\text{eff}}$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>$A_{g1}$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>$A_{g2}$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>$A_{\text{QPM}}$ (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>$T_{R,SHG,eff}$ (fs)</th>
<th>$P_{\text{in}}$ (kW)</th>
<th>$P_{\text{out}}$ (kW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>721.20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>596.30</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>473.56</td>
<td>-72</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We performed numerics choosing $A_{\text{QPM}}$ to have $N=1.76$ and $P_{\text{in}}$ to have $N_{\text{QPM}}=14.5$. Case 1 and 2 from Table 1 gave good-quality compression from 400 fs to ~14 fs, while case 3 with medium GVM gave a ~37 fs asymmetric pulse. It is therefore very important to reduce GVM because of a reduced characteristic time of the Raman-like perturbation $T_{R,SHG,\text{eff}}=2|d_{g2}|/\Delta \beta_{g2}$. In fact case 3 has a $T_{R,SHG,\text{eff}}$ value which is 5 times larger than the material Raman-time of silica (T<~3 fs). Additional advantages of small GVM are a reduced lower limit $\Delta \beta_{g2}$, which for short <100 fs input pulses becomes important, as well as lower power/energy needed to compress the pulse. In fact strong GVM leads to large FW depletion, thereby reducing the energy in the compressed pulse. Finally, we observed the best pulse quality not with zero GVM, case 1, but rather with a small GVM, case 2, because GVM removes some detrimental oscillations in the pulse center. The output power levels imply that efficient, high-intensity compression of nJ pulses is possible.
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